
Building Creative Leadership
Turning managers into leaders 
Nelson and his team will tailor a Creative Leadership program designed to seamlessly integrate  
with your current management training programs, delivering maximum impact and equipping  
your people with a boatload of creative leadership strategies, tactics, and tools. 

“Leadership Innovation” training provides your high potentials, team leaders, and managers with 
what they need to know – and do – in order to boost their inspirational and collaborative leadership 
and creative management capacities. The program builds meaningful, lasting skills to enhance their 
professional effectiveness in leading and igniting a creative organization.

But we’re already doing management training.
Some clients have already made investments in management training, which is ONE key component 
of developing creative leaders. But have they been given a program that delivers an immediate and 
lasting positive impact on your business by reaching deeper than management training? CABRAL 
helps you with strategies, tactics, and tools that complement and supplement what you are already 
doing. It’s a program that fuels up and prepares aspiring executives, turns creatives into creative 
leaders, and grooms rising creative leaders to become CCOs. 

In most cases, leaders in creative industries get to the top by starting at the bottom. Many are self made, 
meaning that they learned their trade while doing it, not necessarily in a business school. But when 
someone gets to a point in which they are being considered to lead, are they truly prepared to lead? 

What develops and inspires a new breed of leaders in creative enterprises?

Here’s where “Leadership Innovation” fits into what you’re already doing:
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www.nelsoncabral.ca

Do you want to fuel up and prepare aspiring executives? Do you want to help your team or organization 
learn how to grow and lead a relentlessly creative business? Contact Nelson to discuss bringing 
leadership innovation to your group!


